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president’s report
The 2016 season was all about hitting the ground running, as the majority of the committee continued on from the previous
year’s positions. This enable us to set goals earlier and set up 2016 to be successful.
It was a massive year on the field with 5 teams making finals and 4 making Grand Finals. Talking to people around the club,
we can’t remember (if ever) that we have had 4 teams playing in Grand Finals. What an amazing achievement by these
teams, and the club is very proud of the playing groups and coaching staff of these teams.
A further congratulations to our Under 15s & Under 17s for winning their Grand Finals and becoming 2016 Premiers.
While off the field, we have had a few years of uncertainty, financially, the committee worked tirelessly during 2016 to significantly reduce the debt from previous years through sponsorship and fundraisers, putting the club in a strong position for
2017. Thank you to all the families that supported our fundraising efforts.
We had a number of new families joining the club this year, with two under 8 teams and an additional under 9s team. It was
great to see some growth in numbers in our younger age groups. I hope those players enjoyed their first year of footy and
their first year of what we hope is many, at Pakenham. We had 16 teams playing this year and while 2015 saw our first under 12’s Girls team, 2016 saw the addition of our first (Under 18s) - Youth Girls team. We started off with only 6 players at
the first training session and ended up with a team of 20 Girls who gave 100% all season. We look forward to seeing them
continue in 2017.
We had a number of events during 2016, with our Jumper Presentation Night kicking off the season, which I am sure was
enjoyed by everyone. Bogan Bingo was held early on, and we had a great turn out with nearly 200 people attending the
function. Mid-season we had 3 Pizza Nights, where over 400 Pizza’s were consumed and over 500 people attended over

the 3 nights. Thank you again to all the families for getting involved and supporting these nights, it is a great social event for
the kids and the parents. Our final social event for the season was our Trivia Night, again another great attendance.
I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you to those parents who put their hand up for Coaching, Team Managers
and other team official roles this year. These roles take up a lot of personal time and it shows what a great bunch of committed parents we have at the club. Not only do they want the club to be successful, but more importantly, they want to provide an environment that our kids can come to learn about our great game, feel proud to be part of the junior club, and meet
some awesome mates along the way.
We have continued to improve our communication in 2016 and hope that you feel that you are across everything going on
at the club though our continued efforts in social media. We are a family club and feel it is important to share as many moment as we can. If you haven’t already we encourage you to join us in Facebook or join Team App to get the latest news.
We’d like to invite everyone involved with PJFC to attend the Annual General Meeting which will be held later this year. We
are finding that there is a growing interest understanding the running of the club, and the AGM is your opportunity to do this.
I would finally like to say thank you to the committee. We have a dedicated bunch of people

that are passionate about the club. Thank you to every one of them, you have done an
amazing job again this year.

Travis Hamilton
President

club captain’s report
WHAT A GREAT 2016 SEASON
Everyone involved with the Pakenham Junior Football Club for 2016 should be extremely proud of the year the club has
had.
Whilst footy is not all about winning, it was great to see many of the teams make finals this year and these teams will

come back in 2017 with a lot of confidence.
For those teams that did not make finals this year, keep your heads up and keep giving your best and success will come.

I would encourage you all to register early and commit to the club for 2017 and get down to training as soon as this
starts again as the more training you do, the better you will get.

I am proud and privileged to have been able to represent the club in 149 games throughout my
junior football and thank all of my past coaches and support teams for their efforts. I am extremely fortunate to have
been involved in 3 successful grand finals during this time.
From a personal point, I would like to take this opportunity of thanking the club for the opportunity of been the inaugural
Club Captain for the PJFC and wish all at the club the best of luck for the coming seasons.

Go Pakky

Tim Asche
Club Captain 2016
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auskick

This year we said good bye to Sandra Adams who took over the role of Auskick coordinator last year
(2015) from Kim Hancock. Sandra did a great job running Auskick and I thank her for making the transition
into this role smooth and easy.
Registrations:
This year Pakenham Auskick has 141 Registered and paid participants. Approximately 125 regularly attend on a Saturday morning. We had new registrations throughout the year and I still receive emails and
phone calls regarding signing up for Auskick.
Equipment:

At the start of the season we ordered some new equipment for the Auskick groups. We ordered more
handball targets, tackle bags, hurdles, ladders and more goal posts, this gave the coaches some extra
activities to work into their sessions.
Coaches:
We had 9 coaches this year and many parent helpers that joined in to help out during this season.
Canteen:
We ran the canteen this year and did not change anything from last year as we thought that it worked well,
and it was still very successful this year. We served egg and bacon rolls, sausages in bread, water, soft
drink, juice and lolly bags.
Over the year we had about 9 volunteers to help run the canteen.
Auskick Rules & Grid Games:
Our first Grid Game was a Carlton v Western Bulldogs match at Etihad Stadium on April 16th 2016. We
had 7 kids participate in a before the game match.
Our first Auskick Rules game was a St Kilda v Fremantle match at Etihad Stadium on May 28th 2016. We
had 4 kids participate in the half time match.
Our second Grid Game is a Hawthorn v Collingwood match at the MCG on August 28th 2016. We have 12
kids participating in the half time match.
Player Visit:
We had a Richmond F.C player visit on July 17th 2016. This was a great morning, 4 Richmond players
came and ran a training session and lots of fun games with our kids. We had about 35 kids turn up to participate.
Thank you to everyone who is involved with Auskick this year for your support and all your help throughout
the season. We look forward to another great year in 2017!

Rhiannon
Auskick Coordinator

milestone games
100 games
Callum McKenzie

Eli Tyrell

Jaysen Dale

Brenden Humphries

James Inglis

Richard Day

Jaiden Camenzuli

Mitchell Tielen

Lachlan Shaw

Lynden Banting

Nathan Gavin

Kaia Hilderbrand

Jonathgan Cardemone

Zac Smith

Matthew Orford

Lochlan Menzel

Riley Bull

Konnor Van Oostveen

50 games
Kade Perkins

Damien Poidevin

Thomas Maddock

Scott Dalton

Tom Falkingham

James Douglas

Jacob Percy

Bailey Kist

Jaydon Rutherford

Austin Whitaker

Tarrant Baker

Logan Fox

Oscar Van Baardwyk

Noah Parraga

Kalani O’Connor

Caelan Addis

Tyler Seers

Ryan Peluso

Nicholas Orford

Brodie Ellery

Jehi Esler

Jett Edwards

Jack Hamilton

Max McDermott

Nate Vanderbroeck

Ryan Dalton

Ainsley Dunker

Charlie Shankland

Jake Thomas

Hayden Cawcutt

Jayden Vela

James Burr

Blade Rajtmajer

Ryan Martini

jumper presentation

under 13 girls
This year was a challenging year, we had girls from nine years of age to thirteen years of
age. But I was quite amazed to see how well the girls gelled and play together as a team really well. It has been unbelievable to see how much the girls have improved since the start
of the year. I would like to say a big congratulations to my girls on making it to the finals,
what an outstanding effort. As a coach I could not been any prouder of them.

All this would not be possible if it wasn’t for all the parents and helpers every week, so I
would like to say a very special thank you to Jason O’Donnell our assistant coach for all his
help and support throughout the year, and thank you to Raquel Gretgrix for doing an outstanding job as trainer. Also I would like to thank Arron McDermott for being the runner this
year and I would like to say a very big thank you to our team manager Ian Shaw which did
an extroidanery Job behind the scenes.

Thank you girls for an outstanding season, it is one I will always treasure. I hope to see you
all back for another outstanding season.
Go lionesses!

Nello Zuccolo

under 18 girls

Wow, what a year!
2016 saw the addition of the clubs second Girls team and our first ever
Youth Girls team. We started the year with only 6 girls at training and
all the girls recruited hard to fill a full Side early in the season.

The girls did not win a game , as they were up against a number teams
that had played together for a number of years. Our Girls did extremely
well , learning new skills, learning about the game of football and what
they needed to do to play hard each week—which they did.
I want to congratulate all the girls for their commitment and hope that
they continue to play in 2017
Thank you to al the parents that helped out during the season, and special thanks to Cheryl for taking on the Team Manager role.

Ash

little demons day

2016

Our first training night back on the 18th of march was also our jumper presentation night. It was not only an exciting night for the team, but
for me as well, it was the first training of my coaching career.
With a month of preseason under our belts we took on Little Demons Day. Our boys were ready to show case to the world what they had
learnt the last month.
A warm day greeted us. We had our first two games back to back with each other. I felt for them, but to their credit they took the challenge
on. They were beat after the second game.
Round two off to Carlise Park for what turned out to be our only early game of the year. (8:30 start) This game the boys really started to
click with each other. They realized the importance of, 1 stay back on the mark and my favourite saying come into it. “The loudest person
gets the ball”.
With no game on Mother’s Day we had a little Mothers kids kick to kick and chocolates after training.
Round four was our first wet and cold day. The wind was having a six goal breeze. Training the following week was time to take on
Brendan’s under 8s team. I cannot thank Brendan enough to be able to bounce ideas with him and ask advice when needed was amazing.
The Queen’s birthday weekend had approached the boys were looking for a little well-earned rest. After the break the boys were keen to
get back into it.
By now we were playing like a team of champions. Calling for hand passes, hitting moving targets and standing on the mark. Their development was amazing. A joy to coach them and watch them.
The boys certainly gave us some entertaining Sundays. But too get our team on the ground each week we had a group of unbeliev able
volunteers from the parent who donated the orange each game, the goal umpires, time keepers, George for being our trainer. The way you
spoke to our team and the opposition team was just a pleasure to work alongside you.
To Scott thanks for helping me at training each week with your fresh ideas. Thanks for helping me with all the clean-up at the end of each
training session.
And last but not least our wonderful team manager Sarah. Your hard work ethic was amazing from getting the information out to all our
parents each week about the games to making sure each child sign in each week, thanks again.
I had a great year. It being my first year as coach with the boys that had never played a game of football. It was a learning experience for
them and myself.
Which I thoroughly enjoyed.
Thanks again. See you all next year. Scott Kendall

I decided to put my hand up to coach this year, and it was decision I was glad I made.
We were the second under 8s team that was put together due to great numbers coming to the club in
the younger age groups. It was a mixed group of boys with many not knowing each other. but what a
great bunch!
They had a fantastic first year of their footballing careers, learning new skills and learning to play as a
team and gave 100% each week

I hope they all enjoyed the year , a I really enjoyed coaching them and see them develop over the season.
I would like to thank our Asst Coach Matt , Trainer Kaysha and Team Manager Toni for all their help
through the year with making sure the boys enjoyed each game,.
I hope all the boys plays on again next year

Brendan

Well what a year 2016 turned out to be!!
The boys have really shown us how talented they really are this year by playing exceptional football. it was great
to see most of the players return from last year and continue to develop their ball skills.
The season started off with a very successful " Little Demons Day" for our boys and then the went on to be undefeated for the whole year. Well Done boys.
I would really like to thank the boys for trying hard at training this year it had defiantly paid off.
Thank you to all the parents and especially to our coaching staff for your help and support throughout the year
and a VERY BIG thank you the our Team Manager Rach who also did a wonderful job. I have really enjoyed
coaching this team in 2016.
Good luck boys, bring on 2017.
Travis

Wow what a great first year you boys have had, we have come such a long way from our first day at training to where we
are now at the end of our first season together.
You boys started as a group of kids that had never played football as a team and most that had never played football at all.
It has been a pleasure to see you guys develop and grow over the course of the season and become a TEAM.
Our first full game at home the weather decided to open up on us and welcome you guys to the elements of winter football
with strong winds and heavy rain. I remember throwing the ball up at the start of the game then looking up to see some of
our team running off the ground to get warm and dry and I remember saying to myself wow what have I got myself into.
Now at the end of the season I can answer that question, I got myself involved with a great bunch of kids that have displayed all three values that I asked of them at the start of the season, Show Respect, Teamwork and have Fun.
From the games at the start of our journey together were we found it hard to score right down to the close games were we
only just missed getting the win you boys have never given up and for that I thank you. Words can’t explain how proud and
happy I was when we had our first win of the season, to see the joy and excitement on your faces when the siren went right
through to you singing the club song as a team.
The boys and I would like to thank some special people, without their help we would not be able to put the team on the
ground every week for the kids to have fun.
Heath (Assistant Coach/Umpire) without your help/support I don’t think I could of helped the boys grow into a team , Luke
(Goal umpire), Nikki (delicious oranges), Telaina (First Aid) , Narelle (Filling in for JJ as team manager), Matt (training and
setting up the grounds) and all the other parents that helped during the season.
I would also like to thank the club, Travis, Aaron and other people that helped me settle in as a first year coach.
Last but not least there is one person that I would like to thank the most, JJ (Team Manager) the work you have put in for
the team over the season was incredible. Without you we wouldn’t be able to put this team together each week and let the
boys have fun at training and game days so THANK YOU.
Thank you boys for being such a great group of kids to coach, hope to see you all next season.
Glenn.

Well the junior years are finished for our Under 10s and what a ride these amazing young footballers have taken us on. The development of the players skills, synergy and discipline has been

more than any of us could have dreamed.
I have to say that turning up to training and game day is always a pleasure and one that I look
forward to each and every time.
I’d like to acknowledge the hard work and commitment of our parents who assist at training and

on game day. We have also been fortunate to have continuity with our support roles where Simon Davis (Team Manager), Ben Greig (Trainer/Runner) and Paul Jones (Assistant Coach) have
under taken
these tasks for all three junior seasons.
We really do have a hard working, disciplined and extremely talented bunch of footballers and I
look forward to a tilt at the Under 11s premiership next season.
Let’s all get back for season 2017. The year of the Lions!!!
Dave Auld

A great year was had by all the players and families in 2016.

Although the year seemed short and flew by, the development and improvement showed by all
the players was tremendous.
The year started with our team having two big wins on Little demon’s day and two more in the first
rounds as we were too strong for the opposition.

Lucky for us the league moved us into a tougher division which challenged our boys to lift their
game and play four quarters of team orientated football week in and week out, the players to their
credit where able to string some really good games together.
Highlights of the year included the Melbourne demons coming to our training session and Joining
the Pakenham seniors in their change rooms before a big game and our boys belting out the
“Grand old Flag” with the ressies after a great win.

Throughout the year we had some wins and some losses, which was great for the kids to experience all the ups and downs that go with competitive sport, and will stand them in really good
stead for next year with Ladders and Finals coming into the equation.
Bring on 2017 Season. (but not before a nice long summer and plenty of sun and surf

Adriaan Hall

pizza nights

pizza nights

The under 11s maroon started their pre-season training with great excitement. Having had a number of team mates move club,

new players were required. 11 new players were welcomed (thanks to Kellie and Narrelle for their player drive). As a result we
had a number of players at beginner stage and a number of players with 50+ games. Stimulating all levels was a challenge and
making the players understand their teammates level of football is very challenging.
We found ourselves in division 1 for grading. We lost all 4 grading games and applied to go to division 2(can only go down 1 division). We were more competitive in this division but were still unable to win a game. We lost by 7 points to officer in round 13 being our best result for the season. I explained to the boys that you can forget how to win after many losses. The boys were a bit
excited in the last quarter of that game, once they got a sniff of victory, kicking 1 goal 6 behinds to lose by 7 points. There were
more than enough opportunities to put officer away with some composure inside forward 50. The boys were told to put that in the
memory bank for next time they are in that position.
The boys training this season was based on improving each individuals skill base. Kicking technique, handball technique, marking
technique, tackling technique (also being tackled). All players showed vast improvement and all players need to improve more.
Training also focused on basic running patterns and decision making, positioning with in the game both at the contest and away
from the contest. The improvement varied with some players taking this instruction well and acting well and some players not taking the instruction as well. Training and games were completely development based so the players were shown different positions
and different roles from game to game. The team implemented a few basic centre bounce and stoppage structures which were
very successful. There was a focus all year for the players to embrace- reward for effort, protect your teammate, play your position, be accountable. Towards the tail end of the season the boys started to link up with handball and also work hard to protect
their teammate. In a good game against fountain gate the team laid around 60 shepherds for the game. I explained to them that
this resulted in a 60 point reversal in the margin from the previous game and also that they have laid more than twice as many
shepherds than any other team, I watched, in the under 11s competition. Good on you boys!
Thanks to Kellie and Narrelle (first year team managers). You were very very organised. Thanks to Steve for running for the season. Thanks to Paul for training for the season. Thanks to Rhett for coaching. Thanks also to the Barry family for supplying the
team with a set of game water bottles at your own expense. Also thanks to Tex, Cuz, Nugget and Younga from the senior club for
helping out with training. Thank you to Aaron Green, Tom Dalton and the other committee persons for the years efforts. Thanks
also to all the parents who filled their duties when asked. Thanks to the Pakenham senior football club for their hospitality for our
team break up at Pakenham vs Berwick game.
I would like to show my complete admiration towards this team this year. Football is 95% between the ears and these boys
walked off the ground 14 times losing this year which tests everyone mentally. They still turned up to training to learn and prepare
and still turned up to the games excited to play. They walked off the ground after the last game as a tight group with their heads
high and supporting each other. You should be nothing but proud of yourselves this year boys.
Matt Ahern, Assistant Coach

What a fantastic year, unfortunately right from the start we were under the pump with low numbers, which continued
throughout the season.
The season started with a bang, with the boys doing really well in the grading games. After round four, we were elevated to Division 1, where we found it a lot more competitive and made it a lot tougher on the boys. They acquitted
themselves really well, and never took a backward step with their approach to any of the games.
As mentioned earlier, practically every week we required top up players from the Under 10’s, who we appreciated
stepping up. We would like to thank both the 10’s coaches, David & Adrian for allowing their boys to play with us.
We as coaches really tried to start to develop the boy’s skills and also start to get them to understand some of the
finer details of the game.
The improvement over the season and also them starting to learn how to play as a team was great to see and we

hope is a platform to the beginning of successful football careers for all the boys.
Personally as the coach I just cannot thank my support team in Luke Addis (Ass Coach), Arron McDermott (Runner),
Dottie Edwards & Amber Perera (Team Man), Tracey McDermott (Trainer) and every single parent within our team,
as it is so great having parents who are always willing to put their hand up and assist when needed, so thank you
very much.
Lastly to the boys, it was fantastic coaching you this season and I hope that you all enjoyed it and have learnt something and can take it with you into your future successful football careers.
Dids

Hey everyone what a fantastic effort from all of our team this year.
After our grading games the boys made massive improvement and it showed in our games during the

year.
Our training numbers during the year were very good,we were averaging around 19 kids per training session which was great to see such enthusiasm from the boys.
We had a good patch of games during the year where we won 5or 6 games in a row,that was enough for
the team to make finals and get the double chance.
We had a great first final,with a big win to go straight to the grand final.
The grand final was tough for us as a team.we played against a good side who was better on the day.

The boys gave it their all but it was not to be.The team should be very proud of themselves to make the
grand final.

We would like to thank Olivier for another fantastic year as team manager. Daniel our runner,and also Aeron for helping out. Gerard our trainer....Steve our goal umpire.
A big thanks to all the parents that have helped out during the season. Next year the boys move up to

u/13s and hopefully we can go one better. See you all next year,
Brian and Steve

With the amalgamation of last seasons sides it was always going to be an interesting season to see what
the boys would be able to achieve in 2016.
All the boys gelled really well and their attitude throughout the season to training and willingness to work
for each other was evident to their performances on game days throughout the year.
It was a fantastic effort by the boys to play off in the Grand Final, It was always going to be a huge ask to
defeat Beaconsfield, considering the margin when we last met, However I couldn't be prouder of the 21

boys who represented the club, their effort and their willingness to never give up was tremendous and although we didn't achieve the result we were after we were able to push Beaconsfield right into the last
quarter and I'm sure they didn't think leading into the match that the game would still be in the balance at
three quarter time.
I'd like to thank Aaron for all his help over the past two seasons, Simon and Mandy for all their help and
taking on the team managers role and Jodie for being our trainer this season.
Finally to all the boys, Thank You for a great season, you are an amazing group of young men and I wish
you all the best for the future, and hopefully next season you can go one step better you all deserve it.
Thanks again James

2016

To all the players and parents, in what has been a tough season when you count wins and losses, we must
look past that to find where our improvement has come from.
The inclusion of 6 new players along the way has been fantastic, and the attitude of the whole team has
been sensational. To keep on attending training with a smile on your face and a positive attitude has been
great. There are many reasons why we had the year we had , but the main thing we need to remember is
the quality of football our team played at times was sensational, and whichever way you look at it we are
the 5th best team in the south east out of 20 under 14s teams.
We have had a Richmond player take training and even run around with the boys , 2 senior coaches took
them for training and we have had team fundraisers through the year, which has enabled us to do extra
activities with the boys. These included a night of training at Aussie Jones sports centre in Berwick and a
fun day out paint balling and eating 30 pizzas. I would like to thank the kind parents who donated thieir time
and goods in order for the team to participate in these activities.

To the parents who sent positive thank you emails, they have passed this same positive attitude onto their
sons. I have tried to create a team bond and to teach the boys how to train with purpose and intensity.
In closing I would like to thank all the helpers Gavin as assistant coach ,in his first year has been commited
to the team and done a great job. Kylie as team manager for her tireless work and the 100% effort put in by
Paul Orford as trainer and Ricardo Coquet as runner, I am sure we all had some fun along the way. I would
like to congratulate the majority of parents who have had a great attitude in a tough year, as they say you
find out who the really good people are when you are not winning as it is important to stick together as a
team and club and that’s the message we should be passing on to our sons.
Regards
Tom Dalton.

They say that playing any team sport at a young age is the hardest years of participation and being in football is probably one of the best examples, for many years our young players go through sport with two coaches, their sports coach
and their parents, how many times do we see parents at games pull their son or daughter aside and talk to them, I was
a classic example when my son first started. I compare this to a child sitting an exam, the teacher tells them before they
start to give brief answers and skip over any questions they don’t know, then come back and answer the hard ones, just
imagine if the teacher said eyes down your time starts now and we start yelling give long answers so they think you’re
smart, don’t skip a question how confused would that child be, it is no different for them on game day the coach says do

this, but Mum or Dad say no do it this way.
Although we didn’t win many games this year the one thing that I have noticed and am extremely proud of is that the
group of players we have coached for the last two years are now starting to become great decision makers on the field
and usually in life if you learn to make good decision at this age you keep this with you for the rest of your life. We have
also had the opportunity to see the boys start to mature and grow, last year I looked down on most of them, this year the
boys are at eye level or taller and it is through this period that for some, skills improve while others may take a step back
while their bodies are transitioning through this period. The most important thing we wanted this year was for the boys to

enjoy their football.
I believe I am very lucky as the last two years I have had a great group of parents to deal with who don’t hesitate to
jump in and help, without you we wouldn’t have a game, thanks for your dedication in getting the boys to training each
week it is a long season when you look back considering we start in February.
I just want to say thank you to John Glossop and Nello Zuccolo (runner) both of you guys were at training to help most
weeks which makes our job easier, Steve Rudy (trainer) thanks for doing the job again this year and to Ben Douglas the
teams assistant coach. Ben hasn’t missed a training session with the boys for the last two years and has always been
there to help give the boys advice and bounce position changes off, so I can’t thank him enough and lastly with just a
couple of weeks before the start of the season Steve Myers put up his hand to do team manager, I thank him for his
work throughout the year as you are one of the most important people in the team on game day.
It has been a great year with four boys having milestone games, pizza night early this year to our last week of training
when we went to jump crazy, I have thoroughly enjoyed coaching the boys and with many of them approaching milestone games I hope to see them all out there again in the Pakenham jumper next year. Thanks again Ian.

bogan bingo

trivia night

The seeds were sown at the end of last season when we had the eventual premiers on toast in the Preliminary Final. At that point we knew we had the talent to be the best side in the competition but a lack of fitness cost us a spot in the Grand Final. So we identified that and in early February this year we started to
improve our fitness. A core group of boys even committed to doing an extra session per week under the
watchful eye of our runner/coach/fitness guru Greg Menzel. It is no coincidence that these boys thrived
over the course of the season and really pushed the other boys into improving their fitness and pushing
the training standards to a new level. The talent continued to shine and after many up and downs throughout the season the boys hard work paid with a premiership.
It sounds pretty easy when you say it like that but this was a culmination of 7 years of hard work by a
group of boys that have been together since Under 9’s and played a 100 games of football together. Their
bond is unshakable. This group of boys has never improved by poaching good players from opposition
clubs like many teams do. Their improvement has come from within. They have had to improve at a faster
rate than the opposition because they weren’t as good to start with and because their opposition have always improved by importing new good players from the lower clubs within our division. They achieved this
by sheer hard work. I believe they were prepared to do this hard work because they enjoyed each other
company so much. Training was hard but you were doing it with your friends and having a laugh along the
way.
My wish on Grand Final day was for the boys to show their extended family and friends what a good football team they had become. The coaching team and our parents already knew what level we had got to as
we get to watch them every week so it was fantastic that the boys were able to play so well on such a big
stage.

Thank you to the coaching team Greg Menzel, Dean Da Costa and Shane Easton. Massive amount of
football and sporting IQ in that group which helps us enormously. Special thanks to Greg for the time commitment from February to August, every session nearly, Under 9’s to Under 15’s. The way you mentor our
boys is inspiring.
Thanks to Debbie Gavin. The best and most officiate team manager bar none.
Thanks to our parents for allowing us to challenge your boys to be the best they can and supporting us in
this.
Looking forward to next year already! Ross

Our season started nearly 10months ago with the expectations of having enough numbers to form
2 under 17's sides. That didn't unfortunately happen so we just got on with the job of forming the
best side we could. The boys trained really hard over the summer and couldn't wait for the season
to start. The first 4 grading games were really tough and we were put into division 2 without any
points starting at the bottom of the ladder. It was going to take a huge effort for us to play finals
but the boys worked extremely hard with the help of our assistant coaches Steve and Dan who

are such great support to myself thank you guys. The team really started to bond together and we
managed to win 9 out of 10 games to finish 3rd on the ladder. We beat Narre South in first final
and Berwick in the preliminary final to make the Grand final. Playing Narre foxes in the GRANDFINAL the boys saved the best team effort for the biggest game of the year and we won! Terrific
effort from our boys who had some big challenges through out the year but managed to face them
all and come out on top. Really want to thank Michael (team manager) Sue (first aid) Daniel

(runner) Neil( strapping all the boys) Scott just for being a support to us as coaches. Forgive me if
I missed anyone. But most of all thank you boys for working so hard during the year well done.
GO PAKKY.
CLINT(COACH)

achievements

League Best & Fairest
Under 11s

Kade Perkins

2nd Place

Jehi Esler

4th Place

Under 12’s

Koby Grass

2nd Place

Under 13’s

Ben Green

1st Place

Under 15’s

Tot Jok

4th Place

Marlyn Staunton

4th Place

Tim Asche

1st Place

Under 17’s

Youth Coach of the Year - Ross Smith

achievements
Junior Life Members
Brody Pintar

Will McCall

Nathan De Klerk

Brodie Ymer

Mitch Persoons

Life Members
Michael Asche

Tom Dalton

Clint De Klerk

Greg Camenzuli

Club Person of the Year
Ian Shaw

Travis Hamilton

sponsors
Pakenham Junior Football Club would like to thank our sponsors for supporting our
club and making it possible for our kids to play football.
Please make sure you support the businesses that support our club

Pakenham Plumbing

RJ Tyrell & Co

Munns Parks & Gardens

T.F.Gray Electrics

Paint Place

Cranbourne Pre-Mix

West Gippsland Auto Electrics

Brady’s Carpet Court

RS Autocare

Pakenham Bin Hire

Tyres & More Pakenham

Jim Byrne Real Estate

